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Abstract
An important aim of teaching philosophy in Dutch secondary schools is to learn about phi-
losophy (i.e., the great philosophers) by doing philosophy. We examined doing philosophy
and focused specifically on the relationship between student learning activities and teacher
behavior; in doing so, a qualitative cross-case analysis of eight philosophy lessons was per-
formed. The effectiveness of doing philosophy was operationalized into five learning activi-
ties comprising rationalizing, analyzing, testing, producing criticism, and reflecting, and
scored by means of qualitative graphical time registration. Using CA we find a quantitative
one-dimensional scale for the lessons that contrasts lessons that are more and less effec-
tive in terms of learning and teaching. A relationship was found between teaching by teach-
ers and doing philosophy by students. In particular we found students to produce a higher
level of doing philosophy with teachers who chose to organize a philosophical discussion
with shared guidance by the teacher together with the students.
Introduction
Unlike in other countries, in the Netherlands secondary schools can choose to include philoso-
phy as a distinct, optional secondary school subject from the tenth grade onward for pre-uni-
versity and senior general higher education students [1]. An important aim in Dutch
classroom teaching is to learn about philosophy by doing philosophy, an approach advocated
by great philosophers such as Plato and Kant, which is the focus of this paper. The most impor-
tant learning theory where the student ‘learns by doing’ is constructivism [2]. Learning is seen
as a largely interactive process of constructing new knowledge and skills based on the informa-
tion that is already available within a person [3]. Tradition sees philosophy as the subject that
concerns itself with truth. For philosophers, “What is truth?” is among the most important
philosophical questions [4]. However, in addition to contemplating this question, a method of
truth finding must also be adopted.
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Teachers can use various philosophical exercises for doing philosophy and truth finding.
Kienstra, Karskens, and Imants [5] defined philosophical exercises as “. . .a complex standard-
ized manner of doing philosophy, in which philosophical knowledge and skills are combined
to exchange thoughts [while] paying explicit attention to philosophical (meta)concepts in a
lifelike context.” In this respect, one person or several individuals come to realize that “. . .they
are actually ignorant and subsequently continue to inquire on a metalevel with the aim of con-
structing a true belief.” ([5], p. 291). A survey of the literature identified 30 distinct exercises to
support students to do philosophy [5]. Examples of such exercises include essay writing, a
debate or Socratic dialogue, delivering a speech, and discussing dilemmas [6].
Philosophy teachers in the Netherlands seem to only use a limited number of philosophical
exercises, with classroom talk as a commonly used one and preferred by 75% of Dutch philoso-
phy teachers [1]. However, classroom talk is not necessarily the most adequate exercise given a
teacher’s goals for a specific lesson [6], and superficial implementations of classroom exercises
can be a potential concern [7]. In a review of secondary school teaching materials, such occur-
rences were encountered, wherein a limited number of distinct exercises were utilized that
were often not of a philosophical nature, or lacked depth from a theoretical point of view [5].
It is unknown which philosophical exercises are effective at encouraging students to do phi-
losophy at a high level. Therefore, we should determine to what extent students are engaged in
doing philosophy in interaction with their teacher. We also consider philosophical and class-
room context factors as conditions for the effectiveness of exercises.
Fig 1 shows a conceptual framework of a philosophy lesson wherein the relation of teacher
behavior with doing philosophy by students has a central role. The relationship between
teacher behavior and doing philosophy by the students is influenced by the teacher’s design of
the lesson.
The concepts in Fig 1 are related to the intended, implemented, and attained curriculum
models [8], [9], in addition to the design, execution, learning activities, and results of learning
[10]. A clustering of philosophical exercises that we refer to as approaches to doing philosophy
and substantive philosophical domains such as ethics and philosophy of science are related to
the intended curriculum and its design. Teacher behavior is related to the implemented curric-
ulum and its execution. Furthermore, doing philosophy by students is related to the attained
curriculum, learning activities, and learning results. The reciprocal relationship between
teacher behavior and doing philosophy by students in Fig 1 is akin to the distinction between
an instructor’s teaching and student learning found in output driven activities and the learning
process. Here the activities of doing philosophy by students develop by means of interaction
with the teacher. The four concepts presented in Fig 1 are elaborated upon below.
Doing philosophy: A Pearl Model
What behaviors do students actually show when they do philosophy? A review of the literature
pointed to five distinct and hierarchically ordered activities: (1) rationalizing, (2) analyzing, (3)
testing, (4) producing criticism, and (5) reflecting ([5], compare [11], [12]). Rationalizing
involves the verbalization of initial thoughts in a logical structure, while analyzing entails con-
tinuous questioning, wondering, interrogation, problematization, and consideration. Testing
encompasses evaluation, establishing definitions and distinctions, and making judgments. The
production of criticism involves reasoning based on explanations, causes, and connections, in
addition to pro/con arguments, the construction and maintenance of logical arguments, and
debate. Finally, reflection entails making metaremarks, mirroring, creative leaps, and thinking
about the thought process itself, as well as reflecting on pro/con arguments, the assessment
framework, and its application [13], [14].
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Doing philosophy occurs in phases during a lesson. In the Netherlands, a typical subject-
specific lesson takes 50 minutes. Students cannot learn at their highest level for a whole lesson
[15], [16]. Indeed, there will be moments wherein the levels of doing philosophy will be high
and these levels will fluctuate due to social talk, organizational and classroom management
conversations, and sidesteps. Classroom observation studies should integrate this understand-
ing of the dynamic nature of lessons when analyzing the quality of education (teaching and
learning). We describe a model of doing philosophy that we have dubbed the so-called Pearl
Model (see Fig 2). In this model, pearls are composed of concentric layers that represent each
of the five aforementioned activities. These activities are ordered hierarchically and condition-
ally. This indicates, for example, that while rationalizing exists at a lower level than reflecting,
reaching the level of reflection assumes that rationalizing has also has taken place. Therefore,
the higher the level that a pearl reached and the more layers have been reached, the more thor-
ough the philosophical understanding, and the more effectiveness of doing philosophy are.
Metaphorically, a pearl “shines” if the level of reflection has been reached while doing philoso-
phy. It should be noted, however, that during interactions between a teacher and his or her stu-
dents that both parties need not necessarily be at identical levels; it is possible, therefore, that a
teacher might ask a question or present an idea from a layer that his or her students have not
reached (see Fig 2).
Doing philosophy is perceived as an interactive group activity, and therefore we speak of
doing philosophy in the classroom. Doing philosophy as vita contemplativa is outside our
scope. Thus it is outside our scope what students think without saying it, what students learn
Fig 1. Conceptual framework. Students doing philosophy and teacher behavior in a philosophy lesson.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137590.g001
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after the lesson and what they understood. Also, to learn doing philosophy is understood as a
process that ‘happens’ in a conversation. Thus it also remains outside our scope that learning is
not necessarily (only) dependent on the dialogue in the lesson, but also from all sorts of other
factors, inside, outside and between the lessons. Doing philosophy is thinking about how we
use concepts and how concepts operate.
In the process of concept formation also the beliefs of others are represented in a(n inner)
dialogue because incorporated adjustments of concepts are picked up, criticized and accepted
(compare [17], p.151). Concept formation is dialogic of intent and as such is close to doing phi-
losophy in classroom teaching.
In a philosophy lesson, students construct a common concept (i.e., answer) to a philosophi-
cal question [18]. In the present study, we operationalize common concept formation (CCF)
by using Brüning’s [19] taxonomy of conceptual analysis, which includes (i) a deductive ladder
leading from the abstract to concrete; (ii) the building of sentences by thinking aloud about
how a concept can be used; (iii) defining; and (iv) searching for counterexamples/exploring
boundaries. Therefore, at higher layers of doing philosophy, a more reflexive form of CCF is
expected.
Teacher behavior
In terms of a philosophy teacher’s practice, the form of working and way of guidance are par-
ticularly important. Teachers can vary in their teaching practice from open to more closed
practices [20]. A philosophical discussion, for example, has a more open form than a classroom
talk. We expect that higher levels of doing philosophy are encountered in more open
Fig 2. Pearl Model.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137590.g002
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educational contexts (e.g. in philosophical discussions more than during classroom talks, since
students do philosophy while interacting with each other in a discussion by using different
words, forming concepts, and making distinctions).
Guidance by a teacher when students are engaged in philosophical exercises can be provided
in a strong, shared, or loose manner [14], [21]. When a teacher constantly provides input (i.e.,
he alone asks questions and provides answers), guidance can be regarded as strong; in contrast,
if a teacher uses a learner centered teaching approach and leaves students much room to
choose for example the topic of a lesson or the way in which that topic is addressed, guidance is
considered loose. Besides, guidance can be considered shared when a teacher and the students
engage in a common dialogue, and jointly contribute to the topics and questions. Such dia-
logues possess the characteristics of a so-called ideal pedagogical speech situation [22], wherein
educational rather than indoctrinatory, non-reflexive teaching situations are encountered.
Moreover, when guidance is shared, higher levels of doing philosophy are expected than when
guidance is loose or strong.
Three philosophical teaching styles can be distinguish: problem oriented, historically ori-
ented and person oriented [23]. According to the problem oriented teaching style doing philos-
ophy means solving philosophical problems or finding answers to philosophical questions.
According to the historical teaching style the most important task of the philosopher is inter-
preting and reinterpreting the philosophical past using existing philosophical texts. According
to the person oriented teaching style, doing philosophy is an attempt to create an individual,
reasonably justified worldview. Another conception of philosophy has greater consequences
for a teacher’s practice than telling another story or reading other texts in the classroom,
because “it implies a completely different atmosphere in the classroom, with another distribu-
tion of roles for the teacher and the students. In one classroom students work quietly on a
problem while the teacher assigns them tasks, in another class the teacher provides a lively per-
formance while fascinated students are listening, and in the third there may be a lively
exchange of ideas” ([23], p.24). However, the authors do propose a combination of teaching
styles given the demands of the curriculum, the students and philosophy itself. We expect that
doing philosophy effectively will occur more easily when a teacher is able to combine more
than one philosophical teaching styles in a lesson.
Design of a lesson
Here we discuss approaches to doing philosophy and substantive philosophical domains (see
Fig 1).
Approaches to doing philosophy. Kienstra et al. [5] found 30 philosophical exercises in
the literature and a content analysis of these 30 exercises resulted in three distinct and typical
approaches to doing philosophy:
1. Doing philosophy as a method of connective truth finding or communicative action.
2. Doing philosophy as a type of test-based truth finding.
3. Doing philosophy in the form of a juridical debate, which entails judging truth-value and
making judgments (i.e., truth-value analysis).
The first approach involves doing philosophy as a form of connective truth finding, wherein
students search for the truth collectively through narratives and conversations. The second
approach entails doing philosophy as a kind of test-based truth finding, in which students
search for scientific truth as practiced by scientists. Finally, the third approach involves doing
philosophy as a juridical way of finding the truth and truth-value, by debating competing or
Doing Philosophy Effectively
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opposite claims, after which a competent “judge” reaches a verdict [24]. In this study, we pres-
ent these three approaches to philosophy as a relevant educational context in which teacher
and student activities can be understood.
Classroom talk, the exercise preferred by most Dutch philosophy teachers [1], fits the crite-
ria mentioned in the first approach. Given our expectation that lower levels of doing philoso-
phy will manifest during classroom talk, we accordingly predict that higher levels of doing
philosophy will occur less frequently in the first approach.
Substantive philosophical domains. A number of substantive philosophical domains are
used to teach philosophy at secondary schools in the Netherlands [25], [26]. In this paper, a
distinction is made between domains closer to students’ real life experiences (e.g., philosophical
anthropology, ethics, and social philosophy) and more abstract domains (e.g., theory of knowl-
edge and the philosophy of science). We assume that it is possible to do philosophy on a high
level regardless of domain, although a specific substantive philosophical domain may require
specific exercises [1]. Thus, a relationship between substantive domains and higher levels of
doing philosophy could be affected by the exercise selected, assuming that it can be categorized
into one of the three approaches to doing philosophy.
Method
To study the relations between the teaching context and students’ activities a mixed-methods
comparative case study methodology was adopted [27] in which complete lessons were com-
pared. The number of lessons that we study is eight, and each of these eight cases is studied
thoroughly, yielding a situation that the number of variables is larger than the number of cases.
A comparative case study methodology implies a two-phase approach in which first each les-
son is analyzed separately and second a comparison between the cases is made. For the com-
parison of cases Miles and Huberman [28] proposed a so-called “meta-matrix” as a tool in
which the main findings for each of the cases are summarized. In this study, we combined a
qualitative multiple case study with a quantitative analyses of correspondence across lessons.
Therefore the descriptors of the lessons were translated in category quantifications. Correspon-
dence analysis (CA) (see [29], for a recent overview) is a popular tool for the graphical repre-
sentation of data, in particular categorical data, in a multidimensional space.
Participants
The participants in these lessons included seven teachers (one female and six males) and their
students. The number of students in class ranged from 10 to 25 (average 16.5). Eight philoso-
phy lessons were examined in their entirety (one of the teachers taught two lessons). During
the 2010–11 school year, the aforementioned teachers were enrolled in a continuing education
course at the first authors’ university, which was intended to familiarize secondary school
teachers with a newly introduced final exam topic. These eight lessons were not a part of the
continuing education course, however.
Teachers were asked to utilize one philosophical exercise from among a list of 30 [5], and
also told that the selected exercise should result in doing philosophy in the classroom. Three
participants selected exercises from the Juridical debate approach (namely Sic et Non, thought
experiment, and speech), while the teacher who taught two lessons adopted the Socratic
method, which is classified as both a Connective truth finding and Test-based truth finding
approach. The two remaining instructors selected brainstorming and classroom talk/presenta-
tion, which are considered Test-based truth finding and Connective truth finding approaches
respectively.
Doing Philosophy Effectively
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We also collected data about teacher characteristics because it is likely that these also play a
role in the interaction between teachers and students. Teachers were questioned prior to begin-
ning their lessons: (i) if the goals of the teaching philosophy (i.e., to learn philosophy by doing
philosophy) are usually achieved [30], [31] (‘yes’ or ‘no’); (ii) whether the instructor possesses a
master’s degree in philosophy [32]. Teachers Frans and Peter do not have a master’s degree in
philosophy, but the others have; (iii) the instructor’s years of teaching experience following the
obtainment of his or her degree in teaching philosophy [33]. For one teacher we have ‘0 years’,
i.e. he is unqualified for teaching philosophy, twice ‘1–5 years’, twice ‘6–10 years’ and twice
‘11–15 years’. It is assumed that students of qualified philosophy teachers will do philosophy
on a higher level than students of non-qualified teachers.
A student’s age is an important characteristic, and while a significant correlation was not
found between the quality of doing philosophy and age in earlier research involving learners
between 10 and 16 years old [12], we nevertheless assume that older students will view the
world in a less egocentric manner than their younger counterparts. Accordingly, we have
included tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grade pre-university and senior general higher education
students in this study. We predict that eleventh and twelfth grade students (who are generally
between 17 and 18 years old) will be more likely than tenth graders to reflect in a manner
wherein their common reality is not only the subject of a common discourse, but also a com-
mon construction [34]. It turned out that there were three classes with tenth graders and five
classes with eleventh and twelve graders. As such, higher levels of doing philosophy are antici-
pated among eleventh and twelfth grade students.
Teachers were given a verbal overview of the study prior to beginning the course, and per-
mission was obtained via email to videotape one of each instructor’s standard lessons; teachers
were also provided with information to assist them in preparing their recordings. Appoint-
ments were later made with the teachers to record said lessons, who then distributed consent
forms to students for their parents to sign. The forms explained the study’s aim and informed
parents that their child would be videotaped. In cases wherein a parent did not provide con-
sent, the camera was positioned in a way to ensure that their child would not be recorded. The
lesson environment and content were not altered in any way for the purpose of the study, and
no personal details (e.g., information pertaining to physical or mental health) were collected.
Data collection
The data sources are the philosophy lessons and the reflections by the teachers. For each lesson,
data were collected through five instruments: (i) a short list with factual questions distributed
to teachers prior to the class (see S1 File); (ii) classroom recordings and transcripts; (iii) class-
room observations; (iv) post-lesson short lists with factual questions administered to a small
group of randomly selected students concerning their learning activities (see S2 File); and (v)
from recordings and transcripts of stimulated recall interviews with teachers conducted after
class (see S2 File), wherein handwritten observations were obtained.
Instruments
For each individual lesson descriptive data were summarized in a matrix. All five instruments
of data collection provide information about three substantive themes, that refer to the concep-
tual scheme of a philosophy lesson (Fig 1). Central in this scheme is the interaction between
teacher behavior and doing philosophy by the students. The design of a lesson influences this
interaction. The information in a matrix with descriptive data is ordered along these three sub-
stantive themes, namely information about (a) the design of a lesson (b) teacher behavior and
(c) doing philosophy by the students, in particular information about the Pearls.
Doing Philosophy Effectively
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We now provide an explanation of the results of the initial analyses, in particular the opera-
tionalizations used for the design of the lesson, the teacher behavior and doing philosophy by
the students. These operationalizations are summarized in a coding scheme (Table 1).
Design of a lesson
Approaches to doing philosophy. A short list with factual questions distributed to teach-
ers prior to the class, a short list of factual questions for a small group of students after the les-
son, and interviews are used to code approaches to doing philosophy into variables for the
design of a lesson. The approaches are Juridical debate (Jd), Connective truth finding (Ctf),
and Test-based truth finding (Ttf). Three aspects were investigated in relation to these
approaches for each lesson: design (i.e., what teachers planned to do), execution, and learning
activities. For the design we focus on what teachers planned to do. Before the lessons the teach-
ers indicated in the list of questions the exercise they planned to use. Using the clustering of the
30 philosophical exercises into three approaches to doing philosophy in a lesson [5] we were
able to assign the exercise to an approach. In the execution, the focus is on the realization of the
exercise, evaluated by the teacher in the interview after the lesson. In this evaluation they could
choose from a number of characteristics of the approaches that identify these approaches ([5],
Table 1). In the learning activities we focus on the evaluations of the majority of five randomly
selected students, provided after the lesson. These students could choose from a number of
characteristics of the approaches that identify these approaches as well. (In the CA that will be
discussed below for each lesson the patterns for design, execution and learning activities are
added up).
Substantive philosophical domains. Teachers selected domains that closely matched the
life experiences of their students, such as philosophical anthropology (PA), ethics (Eth), and
social philosophy (Soc), in addition to more abstract domains, such as theory of knowledge
(ToK), logic (Log), and philosophy of mind (PhM).
Teacher behavior
We study philosophical teaching styles, the form of the dialogue and guidance in the lesson.
Philosophical teaching styles. Classroom observations, recorded lessons, and transcripts
were used in our investigation of philosophical teaching styles. The question was how many of
the philosophical teaching styles were actually combined (‘1’, ‘2’ or ‘3’). The three styles were
the historical style, the problem oriented style and the style directed towards the individual.
Dialogue. The variable dialogue was coded into two categories, namely ‘philosophical dis-
cussion’ and ‘classroom talk’. A graphical time registration was used to decide whether there
was a philosophical discussion or classroom talk (see Fig 3 for an example). In the graphical
time registration we indicated the dialogue’s form schematically using reciprocal arrows
between the teacher and his student(s), as well as between the students themselves. Arrows
between a teacher and one student indicate classroom talk. Arrows between the teacher and
students, or between students, indicate a philosophical discussion. (In the meta-matrix dis-
cussed below we denoted the most promising dialogue.)
Guidance. In the time registration (Fig 3) we decided on the guidance between the teacher
and his students by using open or closed dots, which are connected to the arrows. Strong guid-
ance by the teacher is denoted by a closed dot for the teacher and (an) open dot(s) for his stu-
dent(s) respectively, while loose guidance is denoted by a closed and open dot for the student(s)
and teacher respectively. Shared guidance has a closed dot for both the teacher and his student
(s).
Doing Philosophy Effectively
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Table 1. Coding scheme for design of a lesson, teacher behavior and doing philosophy by students.
Dimension Category Description
I. Design of a lesson
1. Approaches to
doing philosophy
1a. Connective truth ﬁnding (Ctf) Doing philosophy wherein students search for the truth collectively
through narratives and conversations (for example, exercise Socratic
method falls into Ctf and Ttf)
1b. Test-based truth ﬁnding (Ttf) Doing philosophy in which students search for scientiﬁc truth as practiced
by scientists (for example, exercise Brainstorm falls into Ttf)
1c. Juridical debate (Jd) Doing philosophy by debating competing or opposite claims, after which a
competent “judge” reaches a verdict (for example, exercise Thought
experiment falls into Jd)
II. Teacher behavior
2. Philosophical
teaching styles
2a. Teaching philosophy according to historical
style
Students have to interpret philosophical texts (for example, reading part of
text by Kant)
2b. Teaching philosophy according to problem
oriented style
Students have to solve philosophical problems (for example court-
dilemma: may drugs against cancer be copied in India?)
2c. Teaching philosophy according to person
oriented style
Students are allowed to develop their own philosophy (for example,
students think unprepared about positions in the mind-body discussion)
3. Dialogue 3a. Classroom talk (reciprocal arrows between
teacher and one student)
Image: the teacher is akin to a parent who helps a child learn to ride a
bike while holding the child’s arm (for example, in categories closed
classroom talk, open classroom talk)
3b. Philosophical discussion (reciprocal arrows
between teacher and students, or between
students)
Image: the instructor is similar to a parent who teaches a child how to ride
a bicycle: she pushes, lets the child go, runs after him, and catches him
before he falls (for example in categories of dialogue philosophical
discussion)
4. Guidance 4a. Strong guidance (closed dot teacher, open for
students)
Particularly the teacher determines the substantive content during the
lesson
4b. Shared guidance (closed dot teacher and
students)
The teacher and the students have a common dialogue with each other,
and jointly bring in the substantive content
4c. Loose guidance (closed dots students, open dot
teacher)
The teacher is mostly withdrawn and the students determine the content
III. Doing philosophy by students
5. Common concept
formation
5a. Deductive ladder (Method 1) Students make abstract words more concrete (for example, happiness->
when I was 16 years old and was on holiday abroad. . .)
5b. Sentence building (Method 2) Students think aloud about how a concept can be used substantively (for
example, happiness can shake your soul)
5c. Deﬁning (Method 3) Students make deﬁnitions (for example, happiness is. . .)
5d. Counterexamples and exploring boundaries
(Method 4)
Students search for counterexamples and explore boundaries (for
example, misery, joy)
6. Pearls of doing
philosophy
6a. Number of pearls Number of different moments that doing philosophy occurs in a lesson.
Doing philosophy starts with a philosophical question or proposition. Then
an answer follows with subsequent steps (‘because’, logic must be used,
ideally there is an example, philosophical positions are defended, then
criticism follows, and ﬁnally their own position is judged). Pearls were
operationalized in this study as fragments of interaction comprising a
signiﬁcant number of utterances made by a single participant prior to
being interrupted by his or her peer. A pearl ends when all participants
have ﬁnished answering the philosophical question or proposition,
irrespective whether all steps are made
6b. Percentage of duration of lesson The percentage of time that the pearls consume is equal to the time
pearls take divided by the duration of the lesson (in seconds)
(Continued)
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Students doing philosophy
Based on written observations of the lessons, stimulated recall interviews were conducted with
the teachers, and pearls of doing philosophy that occurred during those lessons were collec-
tively identified. Questions were asked such as, “Do you recognize my observations [that I saw
today]?,” “Do you do this more often?,” “What is your side of the story here?,” “Why did you
do this, [and] why did you choose this?,” “What went well and what went wrong?,” “Where did
the students make progress?,” and “Where was progress the most significant?”We study the
number of pearls, the duration of the pearls (in seconds) and the percentage of the total dura-
tion in the lesson that the pearls take, the level of doing philosophy (i.e. of the pearl) reached,
and common concept formation using four methods.
Number of pearls. The classroom observations and the interviews are used to assess the
number of pearls. The eight lessons analyzed generated 31 pearls in total. Doing philosophy
starts with a philosophical question or proposition. This can be a proposition taken from a
philosophical text, or from a teacher, or from the students themselves. Then an answer to the
question follows. When the answer is elaborate, subsequent steps are made (‘because’, logic
must be used, ideally there is an example, philosophical positions are defended, then criticism
follows, and finally their own position is judged). Pearls were operationalized in this study as
fragments of interaction comprising a significant number of utterances made by a single partic-
ipant prior to being interrupted by his or her peer. Thirty-one pearls were generated during the
eight lessons, which varied in range from 3 to 41 utterances. An utterance is defined as a
sequence of words by a person that ends when it is interrupted by another person. A pearl ends
when all participants have finished answering the philosophical question or proposition, irre-
spective of whether all steps are made. After this pearl there may be a moment of instruction
by the teacher, or a new question or proposition that—when the answer to the question or
proposition is not ‘yes’ or ‘no’—can lead to a new pearl. Transcripts for two pearls are provided
below.
Percentage of duration of lesson. The length of lessons is not identical in every school.
We encountered lessons of 50, 60 and 70 minutes. The length of pearls is not identical as well.
We found examples of pearls having a length of 75, 583, 875 and 1,403 seconds (i.e. 1’15, 9’43,
14’35 and 23’23 minutes). Video recordings, transcripts, observations, and interviews were
used to assess the duration (in seconds), and the percentage of class time that the pearls
consumed.
Table 1. (Continued)
Dimension Category Description
7. Highest level of the
pearl
7a. Rationalizing (1) First layer of pearl: when students provide a reason for an answer to a
philosophical question or proposition: ‘because’ will be a logical word
where rationalizing starts. But it is necessary for this layer that logic is
used
7b. Analyzing (2) Second layer of pearl: conceptual analysis explains the meaning of
concepts: material is divided into pieces and it is invented how the pieces
are related to each other and to the overall structure. Therefore doing
philosophy starts with a philosophical question or proposition, then a
reason follows (‘because’), logic is used and an example follows
7c. Testing (3) Third layer of pearl: when students defend the opinions or ideas of others
7d. Making criticism (4) Fourth layer of pearl: when students attack the opinions or ideas of others
7e. Reﬂecting (5) Fifth layer of pearl: when students attack their own opinions or ideas and
reﬂect 1) on arguments provided pro and con, 2) on the assessment
framework, and 3) on their own application of this framework
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137590.t001
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Fig 3. Qualitative graphical time registration of Lesson 1 taught by Oscar. The Sic et Non exercise is in yellow; other phases are in green.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137590.g003
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Highest level reached. Video recordings, transcripts, observations, and interviews were
used to qualify each pearl according to the highest level of the Pearl Model reached, as dis-
cussed earlier in the study. For instance, if testing was the highest level achieved in a fragment
of interaction, it was deemed a third level pearl. In the meta-matrix discussed below, we indi-
cate the highest pearl level achieved by students for each lesson.
Common concept formation. The common concept formations for all pearls were
assessed using the taxonomy of conceptual analysis, and pearls were qualified according to the
most seemingly appropriate method. These methods included the deductive ladder (Method
1), sentence building (Method 2), defining (Method 3), and searching for counterexamples/
exploring boundaries (Method 4). A pearl is coded into the method that was most relevant to
characterize the pearl. For every lesson, the use of each method was quantified according to the
percentage of time it was used in the pearls, adding up to 100.
Initial data analysis phase and the study of individual lessons
For each lesson, data was examined in light of qualitative graphical time registration and by
displaying it in matrices [28]. The complete materials were used to demonstrate that the con-
cepts proposed in the study’s theoretical framework sufficiently covered the data, which is fur-
ther discussed in the Data quality and reliability section.
During the first step of analysis, recordings and transcripts from two lessons were examined
using thick description [35]. Lesson 1 (taught by Oscar) and Lesson 7 (taught by Frans) fur-
nished an analysis framework. Subsequently, two parallel cases (Lessons 2 and 8 taught by
Marc and Peter respectively) were analyzed. Generally, results from the second two lessons
were in agreement with the first two, thereby sharpening the analysis framework.
Graphical time registration of lessons were conducted using recordings, transcripts, obser-
vations, and interviews in order to graphically summarize the relationship between students
doing philosophy and teacher behavior. An illustration is provided in Fig 3. The vertical line in
the middle represents the duration of the lesson. Teaching is displayed to the left of the vertical
line and students doing philosophy to the right. Fig 3 shows, from left to right, (i) the duration
and form of the interaction, and the contribution to the interaction; (ii) the duration of pearls
and non-pearls; (iii) additional contextual notes, and (iv) the quantity of pearls, and levels. We
provide a reading instruction to show what doing philosophy looks like in a lesson where the
teacher uses the exercise Sic et non (of course, this is not necessarily a typical application of Sic
et non). (i) On the left the length of each of the four moments of doing philosophy in classroom
is provided (2’21, 9’15, 9’43 and 23’23). Twice we see classroom talk with strong guidance,
once philosophical discussion with strong guidance, and once philosophical discussion with
shared guidance. (ii) The lesson by Oscar took 100 minutes. Displaying approximately 50 min-
utes is sufficient for providing an understandable reading instruction. The displayed pearls of
doing philosophy are displayed in yellow. A fraction that cannot be characterized as a contribu-
tion to doing philosophy is displayed in green. (iii) There are additional contextual notes for
the pearls and the fraction that cannot be characterized as a pearl. (iv) In the complete lesson
there where six pearls that took 60% of the duration of the lesson. On the right we displayed
pearls 2, 3, 4 and 5. The highest level found was level 5 (reflecting).
A submatrix was used to summarize the complete data for each lesson, and the information con-
tained within it was categorized according to the conceptual framework in Fig 1. Hence, it includes
information pertaining to design of a lesson, teacher behavior, and students doing philosophy.
These three parts were then examined based on the distinction between an instructor’s teaching
and student learning present in output driven activities, as well as the learning processes described
in the theoretical framework (i.e., design, execution, learning activities, and learning results).
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Ameta matrix for comparing individual lessons
The initial data analysis outcomes for each of the eight lessons are summarized in a meta-
matrix [28], which includes results for teacher behavior, variables for design of a lesson, and
students doing philosophy (see Table 2). The lessons are in the columns and the variables in
the rows.
We provide a reading instruction for the lesson of Oscar, who is in the first column. The Sic
et Non exercise was used in Oscar’s philosophy lesson, which matches the criteria of the juridi-
cal debate approach. Nonetheless, the exercise’s execution and learning activity was more akin
to the test-based truth finding approach. The substantive domain was philosophical anthropol-
ogy and logic. The goal of learning philosophy by doing philosophy was unfulfilled. Oscar pos-
sesses a master’s degree in philosophy and has 11–15 years of post-training teaching
experience. He used three different philosophical teaching styles, and his students were tenth
graders. The dialogue was a philosophical discussion with shared guidance. Six pearls were
observed that spanned 60% of the lesson’s duration, and the fifth level (reflection) was the
highest reached. Of the time pearls were observed, 39%, 29%, and 32% utilized methods 1
(deductive ladder), 2 (sentence building), and 3 (counterexamples/exploring boundaries)
respectively.
Correspondence analysis of the meta-matrix. The meta-matrix was analyzed using CA
[36] (IBM SPSS-routine ANACOR, syntax is in S3 File). CA is a statistical tool for descriptive
analysis of data (see also S4 File).
Prior to analyzing the meta-matrix using CA, it first had to be transformed into a so-called
super-indicator matrix [36], see Table 3 and S1 Table, syntax is provided in S3 File. In this
super-indicator matrix the lessons were arranged in eight rows and the variable levels in col-
umns. For example, the dialogue for teacher behavior was coded into two variables: one with
philosophical discussion and classroom talk as levels, and the other with loose, shared, and
strong guidance as levels.
In the super-indicator matrix, a lesson was allotted a 1 for the levels that it fell into, and a 0
for all others. Lesson 1, for example, was given a 1 for philosophical discussion and shared
guidance. If a lesson falls into two levels for the same variable, however, it receives .5 for each
(fuzzy coding) [36]. Four methods were present for the common concept formation variables,
which were allotted proportions that totaled 1. In full lessons, pearls were observed for a pro-
portion of time and then coded into the super-indicator matrix in lower, middle, and higher
levels (higher and lower level pearls were those with>34% and<13% occurrence rates respec-
tively). Details are in S5 File.
In the graphical representation of lessons, rows that are close in proximity indicate similar-
ity and the presence of many levels of common variables. Likewise, columns that are close in
proximity denote the presence of similar variable levels, and thus indicate that they were used
in identical lessons. Hence, the graphical representations of the lessons (rows) and levels (col-
umns) are closely related. Apart from a scaling factor, the lessons are included in the mean of
the levels used by them, and the levels are included in the mean of the lessons in which they
were used. Interpretation principles for CA are presented in S4 and S5 Files.
Data quality and reliability
In qualitative research, steps must be taken to ensure data integrity. As such, the present study
implemented safeguarding procedures based upon those proposed by Denzin and Lincoln,
which were developed in order to address key concerns related to data collection and analysis
[35], [28], [37]. Our first precaution involved ensuring that a comfortable distance was main-
tained, both physically and psychologically, between the researchers and those being observed.
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Table 2. Meta-matrix with results for variables in the context of design of a lesson, teacher behavior, and students doing philosophy for eight phi-
losophy lessons.
VARIABLES Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6 Lesson 7 Lesson 8
Oscar Marc Marc Jos Ger Marlies Frans Peter
I. Design of a lesson
Approaches to doing philosophy
Connected truth
ﬁnding (Ctf), Test-
based truth ﬁnding
(Ttf), Juridical
debate (Jd)
Design Jd Jd Ctf & Ttf Ctf & Ttf Ttf Jd Ctf Ctf
Execution Ttf Ttf Ttf Ttf Ttf Ctf Ctf Ttf
Learning
activities
Ttf Jd Jd Ctf - Ctf Ttf Ctf & Ttf
Domains Philosophical
anthropology
and logic
Philosophy of
mind
Philosophical
anthropology
Philosophical
anthropology
Theory of
knowledge
Social
Philosophy
Ethics Philosophical
anthropology
Teacher characteristics
Aim fulﬁlled No Yes Yes No No No No No
MA in philosophy Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No
Years of
experience after
training
(categorized)
11–15 11–15* 11–15* 1–5 1–5 6–10 0** 6–10***
Number of
teaching styles
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Student characteristics
Grade 10 11 12 11 11 11 10 10
II. Teacher behavior
Interaction Design of
exercise
Sic et Non Thought
experiment
Socratic method Socratic method Brainstorm Speech Classroom
talk
Presentation
Execution of
exercise
(dialogue)
Philosophical
discussion with
shared guidance
Philosophical
discussion with
shared guidance
Philosophical
discussion with
shared guidance
Classroom talk
with loose/
shared guidance
Classroom
talk with
shared
guidance
Classroom
talk with
loose
guidance
Classroom
talk with
strong
guidance
Classroom talk
with loose
guidance
III. Students doing philosophy
Number of pearls 6 3 4 5 3 5 3 2
Pearls
(percentage of
lesson)
60% 34% 25% 28% 23% 13% 28% 10%
Highest level
reached (1–5)
5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4
Common concept
formation in
taxonomy of
conceptual analysis
****
Method 1 39% 0% 0% 39% 0% 19% 55% 0%
Method 2 29% 53% 13% 15% 0% 16% 26% 0%
Method 3 0% 0% 29% 34% 13% 27% 0% 100%
Method 4 32% 47% 58% 12% 87% 38% 19% 0%
Note. The Sic et Non exercise was used in Oscar’s philosophy lesson, which matches the criteria of the juridical debate approach. Nonetheless, the
exercise’s execution and learning was more akin to the test-based truth ﬁnding approach. The substantive domain was philosophical anthropology and
logic. The goal of learning philosophy by doing philosophy was unfulﬁlled. Oscar possesses a master’s degree in philosophy and has 11–15 years of post-
training teaching experience. He used three different philosophical teaching styles, and his students were tenth graders. The dialogue was a philosophical
discussion with shared guidance. Six pearls were observed that spanned 60% of the lesson’s duration, and the ﬁfth level (reﬂection) was the highest
reached. Of the time pearls were observed, 39%, 29%, and 32% utilized methods 1 (deductive ladder), 2 (sentence building), and 3 (counterexamples/
exploring boundaries) respectively.
*Obtained a master’s degree in teaching philosophy after completing a regular curriculum in teacher training.
**Does not possess a degree in teaching philosophy.
***Possesses an academic degree in another ﬁeld, but received training to teach philosophy.
****Method 1 = deductive ladder; Method 2 = sentence building; Method 3 = deﬁning; Method 4 = counterexamples/exploring boundaries.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137590.t002
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From a physical standpoint this was achieved by using a camera mounted on a tripod while
recording each lesson. The resultant recordings were then examined (i) by summarizing doing
philosophy as presented in the lesson so that our interpretation could be verified and/or sup-
plemented by the instructor during their respective interviews; (ii) by coding pearls that the
teacher and observer agreed upon into a graphical time registration following data collection;
and (iii) by using one part of the recordings to develop a conceptual pearl model, wherein the
complete materials were used to demonstrate that the concepts proposed in the study’s theoret-
ical framework were sufficiently covered in the data. Additionally, as data collection was con-
ducted, a log was maintained in order to document the decision-making process.
Recordings and transcripts were evaluated by others, including the seven teachers who par-
ticipated (member checks), our colleagues (peer debriefing), and expert reviewers acquainted
with philosophy teaching methodologies. Colleagues assisted in examining the interpretations
presented in the study’s literature review, in addition to our analyses of the results, both in
cases in which we doubted our conclusions and in instances wherein our interpretations
seemed relatively certain.
The interim results were also presented at a gathering of Dutch scholars in the field of phi-
losophy teaching methodologies, who verified our interpretations and performed an indepen-
dent assessment of 22 of our interpretations of the pearls. For those pearls, the average
interrater reliability for the Pearl Model levels and methods of common concept formation was
60%. It should be noted, however, that the raters were previously unfamiliar with the Pearl
Model and the common concept formation methods. Furthermore, they were untrained and
did not exchange information amongst themselves or with the researchers.
Table 3. Super-indicator matrix of the meta-matrix in Table 2. For the abbreviations of the labels for the levels, see Table 2. Eight rows (lessons) and thir-
teen variables that have in total 37 levels.
Approaches Domains Aim MA Phil. Exp. after training St. grade
Jd Ttf Ctf PA PhM ToK Soc Eth Log yes no yes no 0 1/5 6/10 11/15 10 11/12
1. 1 2 0 .5 0 0 0 0 .5 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
2. 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
3. 1 1.5 .5 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
4. 0 1.5 1.5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
5. 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
6. 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
7. 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
8. 0 1.5 1.5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
(continued)
Teaching
styles
Dialogue Guidance # Pearls Duration (%) Highest
level
Methods common concept
formation
1 3 disc crt loo sh str 23 456 lo mid high 4 5 M1 M2 M3 M4
1. 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 .39 .29 0 .32
2. 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 .53 0 .47
3. 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 .13 .29 .58
4. 1 0 0 1 .5 .5 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 .39 .15 .34 .12
5. 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 .13 .87
6. 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 .19 .16 .27 .38
7. 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 .55 .26 0 .19
8. 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137590.t003
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Results
The super-indicator-matrix (see Table 3) was analyzed using CA. CA of the super-indicator
matrix yielded a dominant first dimension as the lessons and variable categories in the two-
dimensional solution (not shown here) were in the form of a horseshoe [36]. As such, only the
first dimension of the CA solution was discussed in this study. In Fig 4, each variable was been
placed on a separate horizontal line, beginning with approaches and ending with methods; the
dots scattered across the bottom line represent each lesson.
An examination of Fig 4 reveals that lessons 1–3 are on the left of the origin and lessons 4–8
on the right. CA indicates that doing philosophy was more effective in lessons 1–3. The lower
four lines show that students doing philosophy produced a larger number of pearls (between 4
to 6), which encompass a substantial percentage of each lesson’s duration, wherein the highest
level (5, reflection) was often reached. Furthermore, methods 2 (sentence building) and 4
(searching for counterexamples/exploring boundaries) were more frequently employed in
these lessons, and teacher behavior often led to philosophical discussion with shared guidance.
Among the variables in the context of design of a lesson in lessons 1–3, Jd occurred most
frequently in conjunction with more abstract domains, such as philosophy of mind and logic.
The teachers generally aimed to teach philosophy by doing philosophy, and the majority pos-
sessed a master’s degree in philosophy, as well as many years of teaching experience after train-
ing. Of the instructors, only one was capable of using each of the three philosophical teaching
styles concurrently. Students in lessons 1–3 primarily included eleventh and twelfth graders,
who on average were between 17 and 18 years old.
In lessons 4–8 the number of pearls was smaller (between 2 to 3) and constituted a limited
percentage of the lesson’s total duration. Generally, the second highest level (4, producing criti-
cism) was reached in these lessons, and greater use of methods 1 (deductive ladder) and 3
(defining) was observed. Teacher behavior often led to classroom talk, with either loose or
strong guidance.
Fig 4. First dimension of the correspondence analysis.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0137590.g004
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As for the context variables in these lessons, doing philosophy as a form of Ctf occurred
most frequently, alongside domains that closely matched the students’ life experiences, such as
ethics and social philosophy. Teachers of these lessons did not aim to teach philosophy by
doing philosophy. Moreover, they were relatively less likely to possess a master’s degree in phi-
losophy, and had relatively less teaching experience after training. Students in this group
included mostly tenth graders with an average age of 16.
To assess the importance of the variables it is possible to calculate their contribution to the
first dimension (see S6 File, for details). The average contribution of the variables is .067 (= 1/
15, where Approaches is counted thrice). The variables that contribute more than average are,
from top to bottom in Fig 4, Domains (.086), Aim (.068), Experience after training (.133), Dia-
logue (.120), Guidance (.095), % Pearls (.091) and Highest level (.120). In particular the teach-
ing experience after training, dialogue, guidance and the highest pearl level reached support the
interpretation that the combination of teacher experience and teacher behavior (dialogue and
guidance) influence whether the highest level of the pearl is reached.
As the number of cases is smaller than the number of (levels of the) variables, we studied the
stability of the quantifications of the cases (lessons) on the first dimension (see also S2 Table
and S7 File). For this purpose we carried out 13 additional analyses with 12 variables, leaving
out each of the 13 variables one at a time. We then calculated the correlation between the origi-
nal quantifications of the lessons (lowest line in Fig 4) and the quantifications of each of the 13
additional analyses. The correlations ranged from .992 to .999. We also studied the impact of
leaving out the three variables that contribute most to the first dimension, Experience after
training, Dialogue and Highest level. For the remaining 10 variables the correlation still is .955.
A last way to study the stability is by leaving out cases. We left out pairs of cases that are likely
to be most influential (compare Fig 4): cases 2 and 7, cases 1 and 2 and cases 7 and 8. If we
leave out these pairs and calculate the correlation with the quantifications of the remaining 6
lessons in the full solution we find correlations of, respectively, .990, .988 and .981. This shows
that the quantifications of the lessons, that we interpret as a dimension of effectiveness of
doing philosophy, is very stable. As the lessons are included in the mean of the levels used by
them (see Methods section), this leads to the conclusion that overall the quantification of the
levels of the variables is rather stable.
We illustrate CA with two examples, namely the two most extreme lessons. The most effec-
tive lesson was Lesson 2 taught by Marc. A segment from this lesson is described below.
An effective lesson: Lesson 2 taught by Marc (Pearl 3)
Context. This is a 50-minute lesson from an eleventh grade class comprising 13 female
students, wherein three pearls have been identified. Tables in the classroom were arranged in a
U-shape, and learners were commencing a new module entitled Philosophy of Mind. Marc
began with an overview of the reading materials, and discussed the mind while prompting stu-
dents to contemplate what it is and how it functions. He then talked about Alan Turing and the
Turing Test prior to asking students to formulate questions that might help one to distinguish
between a human and a computer. After Marc responded to some inquiries concerning the
task, students began writing their questions (Pearl 1, 3 minutes). Next, Marc conducted a philo-
sophical discussion with students concerning how a human might be asked a question three
different times (Pearl 2, 8 minutes). Afterwards, a philosophical discussion took place (Pearl 3,
8 minutes). An excerpt from Pearl 3 follows.
Thought experiment.
Student 1: Yes, if you ask a computer [to] “describe me as. . . as you see me now,” then the
computer has to judge you at that moment
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Marc: Yes, but in a figurative sense, right, because you do not have a camera or so
Student 1: Yes, yes, as a person
Marc: And then he should say something like “quite OK”, something like that?
Student 1: Yes
Marc: Would that work?
Student 2: . . . quite OK, you cannot. . . you are quite OK... [inaudible]
Student 1: No, but you cannot. . .[inaudible]
Marc: And why do you consider this to be a good question?
Student 1: Because a human has knowledge of human nature and a computer does not.
Marc: So the rendering of answers that you give concerning what kind of person you are—
that is something a human is capable of, to a certain extent, but for a computer—yes, this ques-
tion is way too difficult because [the computer] does not have knowledge of human nature,
right? Is this a good idea?
Student 3: Yes, it depends, because there are also many of these stupid people and then you
tell them, yes, what do you actually know about me, “quite OK”? I think that a computer will
also be able to do this so this does not reveal whether it is a computer or a person
Marc: Some people are not very capable to do this, right
Student 3: No, there are enough people who have something like: yes, you are quite OK
Student 1: In fact you always have to assume that people are always stupid, then it is easy,
you can just say that a computer is a person who is not so smart
Student 3: But I thought the point is that a person... [inaudible]
[talking at the same time]
Student 1: Yes, but...
[talking at the same time]
Student 1: But if you ask smart questions, and the computer gives great answers, because
it is just like a person and that he then says, concisely, if you ask me, describe me in a few
words
Student 4: But you have such people, people that are super smart but who are socially
nobodies
Student 1: Yes but, no—ok, if you ask me to describe myself in three words, then I always
get responses such as noisy or amusing, and a computer cannot provide such answers. . .and if
you are talking all the time a computer cannot say “be quiet.”
Marc: Ok, but this does not necessarily mean that you are dealing with a stupid person
since you received all kinds of smart answers, so it is possible that he considers this to be a hard
question. A human can have this opinion, but a computer can also have this opinion; this does
not help you to make a distinction, but your point is simply that a computer will not be able to
do this because it does not have knowledge of human nature.
Student 1: Yes.
Marc: Yes. . .
Student 5: But see, this human and this computer only know you objectively. They do not
know you as a friend or as your parents know you. I would also not be able to say what kind of
person this is if someone would ask me such a question.
Analysis. Reflection takes place in this pearl, since the student thinks on a high level about
earlier contributions to the discussion. First, the idea that there is no distinction between a
human and a computer is disputed. Next, a distinction is made between objects and subjects,
wherein the student defines herself as an object (such as a computer) in a scenario in which an
unknown person asks her something. Thus, the student questions her earlier opinion, since she
initially made a distinction between herself and a computer. Furthermore, the students respond
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in an authentic manner by characterizing their peer as noisy or amusing, and Marc structures
the discussion in a way that encourages reactions between students.
A less effective lesson: Lesson 7 taught by Frans (Pearl 1)
The less effective lesson was lesson 7 by Frans. We also provide a part of the lesson.
Context. The following is a 50-minute lesson from a tenth grade class comprising 15 stu-
dents, of which 12 were female and 3 male. There were fifteen tables in the classroom arranged
three rows of five. The course’s textbook was entitled Happiness and Wisdom for Beginners,
and students had reached its ninth chapter, which focused on participation. Three pearls were
identified in this lesson. The first pearl emerges when Frans commences the lesson by asking
learners to consider whether student/teacher participation exists at their school; afterwards, 14
minutes of classroom talk transpires, which comprises part of this pearl. In the excerpt below,
Frans engages his students in a series of questions and answers.
Classroom talk.
Frans: It [the question] is about participation. I was asking myself whether there is student
participation at this school.
. . .
Student 1: There is not much participation at this school, simply because we are not
allowed to go on strike tomorrow.
Frans: And why are you not allowed to go on strike?
Student 1: Because the school is not democratic enough.
Frans: We are simply not democratic enough?
Student 1: Not directly, but indirectly.
Frans: Ah, so you would like to go on strike?
Student 1: No, not really.
. . .
Student 2: Why will you not go on strike?
Frans: Tomorrow is the day students will go on strike, as organized by the student union.
Student 3: Under the guidance of teachers.
Frans: Under the guidance of teachers?
Student 4: Go for it!
Frans: Yes, in the near future it will be proposed that we have a six-week summer holiday
instead of the usual seven, but that is [only] for teachers, and they will be able to schedule these
days differently for this [upcoming] school holiday. The school administration could say [that
they] will do this at other times [as well], for example by allotting a few more days off in May
[and by] arranging things in slightly different ways. But the holidays for teachers will be one
week shorter. This will not be discussed with us. Actually, [the school administration] discusses
less and less with us [nowadays]. That is kind of sad. Although we have representatives on the
school board, we rarely correspond with them, which [again] is kind of sad. Nevertheless, phi-
losophers have contemplated [the concept of] participation. How might you organize [partici-
pation] in an optimal way?
Analysis. It can be deduced that testing takes place in this pearl, since the concept of par-
ticipation is questioned based on a personal experience. Moreover, there is limited substan-
tial mutual input in this interaction. For example, when the student alludes to the distinction
between direct and indirect democracy, the teacher instead shifts the conversation in a differ-
ent direction.
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Discussion
The aim of this study was to gain greater insight into doing philosophy effectively in classroom
teaching. In our observational study we find that doing philosophy effectively goes together
with shared guidance as well as with the approach Jd. As this is an observational study, we can-
not conclude on effects. However, there is an indication that shared guidance rather than the
approach to which a philosophical exercise belongs primarily predicts doing philosophy effec-
tively. Moreover, there is no indication that a direct relationship exists between specific exer-
cises and doing philosophy effectively, which is underpinned by Lesson 6. In Lesson 6 the
exercise was speech, a Jd approach that should in principal promote doing philosophy effec-
tively. However, the students worked independently during the lesson with loose guidance by
the instructor, and merely partook in classroom talk rather than a philosophical discussion.
This suggests that when it comes to doing philosophy effectively, guidance is the determining
factor and not the approach of the exercise. The CA further supports this interpretation,
wherein guidance and approach respectively contributed 1.5 and .75 times the average contri-
bution of a variable to the CA solution. Additionally, doing philosophy effectively was more
closely related to Jd than Ctf. This is an important and surprising finding since Ctf is a domi-
nant approach in Dutch secondary school philosophy classrooms [1]. Further study is required
in order to determine how this relates to the importance of guidance (i.e., how shared guidance
in Ctf leads to doing philosophy more effectively).
The results raise a number of questions. First, is it possible that the application of one exer-
cise more naturally leads to a specific approach than another? For example, Sic et Non seems
to lead automatically to Jd, although the Socratic method relates to both Ctf and Ttf. Second,
are the Ctf and Ttf approaches dominant in Dutch secondary school philosophy classrooms?
Furthermore, does the use of exercises meeting the Jd approach’s criteria benefit learning?
Indeed, doing philosophy effectively appears to be more easily accomplished by employing
exercises from certain approaches. If this is true, could exercises be developed to increase the
effectiveness of less effective approaches?
Finally, it is preferable for a lesson to include (i) many pearls, (ii) lengthy pearls, and (iii)
high level pearls. However, while the teachers of more effective lessons taught relatively few
classes on the day that they were observed, they were nevertheless exhausted by the lesson’s
end. As such, a full school day of effective lessons may not be feasible. It is also possible that
teachers give a mixture of effective and less effective lessons. Recent research (for example Les-
son Study) suggests that teachers design better lessons when they work under academic guid-
ance and that their students achieve better learning results [38–40]. This may be a topic for
further study.
Conclusions
This study examined the relationship between teacher behavior and how students do philoso-
phy, while also attempting to determine what makes doing philosophy effective. In pursuing
this goal, we sought specifically to ascertain (i) which teaching behaviors and student learning
activities would be observed during a philosophy lesson and how they would interact; (ii) the
shape that philosophical approaches would take during interactions facilitated by the philo-
sophical exercises; and (iii) the forms of interaction that would be observed in relation to the
substantive philosophical domains.
The above questions were key in formulating a number of research expectations. Before pro-
ceeding to summarize the conclusions, however, it is important to note that they are based on
only eight lessons, and therefore one should be cautious in generalizing the study’s findings.
Our first expectation was that higher levels of doing philosophy go together with more reflexive
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forms of common concept formation. Indeed, CA revealed that lessons embodying higher lev-
els of doing philosophy (e.g., lessons 1–3) employed relatively greater use of sentence building
and searching for counterexamples/exploring boundaries (see Fig 4), thus confirming this
expectation and also part of the first research question concerning student learning activities.
Our second expectation was that, when compared with classroom talk, higher levels of
doing philosophy would be encountered in philosophical discussions. The third expectation
was that shared rather than loose or strong guidance would more often produce high levels of
doing philosophy, an outcome that was apparent in more effective lessons. The fourth expecta-
tion was that doing philosophy effectively will occur more easily when a teacher is able to com-
bine more than one philosophical teaching style in a lesson. Thus, both the second and third
research expectations were confirmed, and consequently part of the first research question con-
cerning teaching behaviors and their interactions. There was limited (positive) evidence for the
fourth expectation as only one teacher used three teaching styles whereas the other teachers
used only one style.
The fifth expectation was that Ctf would occur less frequently in higher levels of doing phi-
losophy. As predicted, Ctf exhibited greater frequency on average in lessons with relatively low
levels of doing philosophy. Furthermore, Jd occurred more often in effective lessons, although
Ttf existed in both effective and less effective lessons. Hence, the fourth research expectation
and second research question were confirmed.
Our sixth expectation was that it would be possible to do philosophy on a high level regard-
less of domain. However, abstract domains were usually characteristic of effective lessons,
while domains closely matching students’ life experiences were typical of less effective lessons.
As such, this expectation could not be substantiated, although it did sufficiently answer the
third research question.
The seventh expectation was that students of qualified teachers would do philosophy on a
higher level than students of unqualified teachers. This was indeed confirmed. Finally, the
eighth expectation was that eleventh and twelfth grade students would achieve higher levels of
doing philosophy. This assumption was not adequately confirmed.
From a methodological perspective, this study showed how to score the effectivity of doing
philosophy in lessons. The Pearl Model, Graphical time registration and the First dimension of
the CA are also suitable for observing lessons in practice, and are currently used by us for
coaching and training philosophy teachers, and in philosophy textbooks.
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